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Executive overview

Company
Deere & Company

Company

Industry
Automotive – agricultural machinery

Vision
Why SAP

Products and Services
Tractors, harvesters, balers, and other equipment for
farming, construction, forestry, and yard maintenance

Solution and services

Web Site
www.deere.com

Benefits

SAP® Solutions and Services
SAP® MaxAttention™ services

Future plans

For Deere & Company, the world-renowned manufacturer of John Deere agricultural
machinery, getting the most out of its investment in SAP® software is a top priority –
and SAP MaxAttention™ services have delivered in full. Together, Deere & Company
and SAP have introduced many valuable innovations. The IT team is better able to
exploit the powers of the SAP Solution Manager application management solution to
improve availability and performance, safeguard projects, and improve operational
excellence.
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Nothing runs like a Deere

Company
Vision
Why SAP
Solution and services
Benefits
Future plans

John Deere is one of the best-known brands on
earth, and it has one of the most appropriate
mottos to describe its products: “Nothing Runs
Like a Deere.” From tractors to combines, harvesters,
lawn mowers, and snow throwers, John Deere
products live up to that promise every day around
the world. Based in Moline, Illinois, Deere & Company
employs over 65,000 people who generate US$35
billion annually in revenues.
And in keeping with the motto of its partner SAP,
people at Deere & Company might say that the
best-run companies run SAP software – and that’s
exemplified by their employer. A long-time user of
applications from SAP for core business operations,
finance, manufacturing, and more, Deere & Company is steadily increasing its SAP software footprint.
The company continually monitors developments
from SAP and at any one time has 120 to 130
projects under way to take advantage of them.
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65,000 people
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Laying the groundwork for achieving a
vision – aligned with SAP
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Deere & Company has used support services from
SAP for as long as it has used SAP software. Recently,
the IT team approached the SAP Active Global
Support organization to learn how they might obtain
even more value from the software via support
services through their SAP MaxAttention engagement. “We explained our vision for the future and
our desire to closely align it with SAP’s own vision,”
explains Fleet Larsen, the company’s manager of
SAP technical services. “We told our colleagues at
SAP that we wanted to safeguard our many projects
and do even better at supporting our business users
and helping them achieve operational excellence. We
also wanted to participate in ramp-up programs in
order to be a leader in using the latest technology.”

An important area where IT wanted more assistance
from SAP was in monitoring and controlling its
particularly complex IT infrastructure. “We knew
that one of the keys to providing excellent support to
the business is to increase transparency throughout
the network,” Larsen says. “We also knew that SAP
Solution Manager has many features we weren’t
using for achieving better visibility. Therefore, we
wanted SAP to help us unlock all that functionality.”

“We have made a very substantial investment in SAP software over
the years. We wanted to reap more return from that investment, and
that’s why we asked SAP Active Global Support for help.”
Fleet Larsen, Manager of SAP Technical Services, Deere & Company
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Running SAP software like a factory
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SAP consultants weighed the company’s needs carefully and replied by recommending services available
under SAP MaxAttention support. “We understood
that with SAP MaxAttention, we’d be able to take
advantage of many unique services such as ‘Run
SAP Like a Factory,’” says Larsen. “With this approach, SAP consultants help organizations set up
SAP Solution Manager to create a central operations
control center that provides the status and runtime
information necessary for IT to do its job best.
That service really resonated with us.”

Before opting for SAP MaxAttention, Larsen and
his team checked with a number of reference
customers, who overwhelmingly recommended this
level of engagement. The decision was made. The
SAP team also recommended an upgrade to the
latest version of SAP Solution Manager, which the
company promptly did.

“Nobody knows SAP software like the people at SAP itself, and
nobody provides better support for it than SAP MaxAttention.”
Fleet Larsen, Manager of SAP Technical Services, Deere & Company
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In Deere & Company’s first year with SAP MaxAttention, the service substantially improved “everything
under the sun,” according to Larsen. SAP is providing
support both on-site and remotely, involving experts
as necessary 24x7 to quickly provide the best in
support for every kind of issue that arises in the
infrastructure.
Many of the team’s achievements revolve around
SAP Solution Manager and the enhanced monitoring
it makes possible now that SAP consultants have
helped them reap the application’s full potential. Not
only does the IT team have far better visibility into
standard components; thanks to co-innovation, the
team has extended this visibility in unique ways.

In another co-innovation project, the IT team is piloting SAP-developed software for access to SAP Solution Manager via Apple iPads, providing the flexibility
to monitor the infrastructure from any location.
Yet another accomplishment was to pave the way
for introducing the SAP HANA® platform and SAP
Landscape Transformation software. SAP Solution
Manager is the primary way the IT team monitors
the status of these products, which are generating
real-time reports that the firm’s resources around
the world use to stay current on one another’s
developments.

“We’ve used various system integrators over the years, but none of them
understood what SAP Solution Manager can do to anywhere near the extent
that SAP people do. SAP is a true partner in unleashing its power.”
Fleet Larsen, Manager of SAP Technical Services, Deere & Company
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despite rising demands
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The company’s SAP MaxAttention engagement has
been an overwhelming success in every way. The
improved monitoring that the SAP consultants set
up with SAP Solution Manager has delivered the
operational efficiencies that Larsen and his team
were seeking. And with the solid foundation for SAP
software projects that the SAP consultants set up,
and the extra measure of protection the SAP team
provides, the team continues to meet its goals with
these projects.

The SAP software landscape at Deere & Company
is still growing, but thanks to SAP MaxAttention the
existing IT staff has been able to keep up with the
load while providing better service to the user community. “Our goal is not to reduce headcount but to
keep it constant despite our added responsibilities,”
Larsen elaborates. “SAP MaxAttention is an essential
part of making that happen.”

“SAP MaxAttention has provided outstanding support on
all the routine fronts, which is exactly what we expected.”
Fleet Larsen, Manager of SAP Technical Services, Deere & Company
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Larsen and his team have a lot in mind for SAP
MaxAttention in the future. One multiyear project in
the plan is to embrace the “Run SAP Like a Factory”
service more deeply. Another is to improve the
company’s application lifecycle management
processes to further enhance IT operations.
The more Deere & Company achieves with SAP
MaxAttention, the more the team wants to achieve.
As evidence of the value of the services, the company recently added a second technical quality
manager to oversee joint undertakings. “I heartily
recommend SAP MaxAttention to other organizations like ours,” Larsen concludes. “We have had a
great experience with SAP MaxAttention support,
and we fully understand and appreciate its value.”
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